Variational inference has become an increasingly attractive, computationally efficient alternative to Markov chain Monte Carlo methods for approximate Bayesian inference. However, a major obstacle to the widespread use of variational methods is the lack of accuracy measures for variational approximations that are both theoretically justified and computationally efficient. In this paper, we provide rigorous bounds on the error of posterior mean and uncertainty estimates that arise from full-distribution approximations, as in variational inference. Our bounds are widely applicable as they require only that the approximating and exact posteriors have polynomial moments. Our bounds are computationally efficient for variational inference in that they require only standard values from variational objectives, straightforward analytic calculations, and simple Monte Carlo estimates. We show that our analysis naturally leads to a new and improved workflow for variational inference. Finally, we demonstrate the utility of our proposed workflow and error bounds on a real-data example with a widely used multilevel hierarchical model.
Introduction
Exact Bayesian statistical inference is known for providing point estimates with desirable decision-theoretic properties as well as coherent uncertainties. Using Bayesian methods in practice, though, typically requires approximating these quantities. It is crucial, then, to quantify the error introduced by any approximation. There are two, essentially complementary, options: (1) rigorous a priori characterization of accuracy for finite data and (2) tools for evaluating approximation accuracy a posteriori. First, consider option #1. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are the gold standard for sound approximate Bayesian inference in part due to their flexibility and strong a priori theoretical guarantees on quality for finite data. However, these guarantees are typically asymptotic in running time, and computational concerns have motivated a spate of alternative Bayesian approximations. Within the machine learning community, variational approaches (Blei et al., 2017; Wainwright et al., 2008) such as black-box and automatic differentiation variational inference (Kucukelbir et al., 2015; Ranganath et al., 2014) are perhaps the most widely used. While these methods have empirically demonstrated computational gains on problems of interest, they do not come equipped with guarantees on the approximation accuracy of point estimates and uncertainties. There has been some limited but ongoing work in developing relevant a priori guarantees for common variational approaches (Alquier and Ridgway, 2017; Alquier et al., 2016; Chérief-Abdellatif and Alquier, 2018; Pati et al., 2018; Wang and Blei, 2018) . There has also been work in developing new (boosting) variational algorithms that come equipped with a priori guarantees on the convergence of the approximation distribution to arbitrary accuracy (Campbell and Li, 2019; Guo et al., 2016; Locatello et al., 2018a; Miller et al., 2017; Wang, 2016) .
The examples above typically either have no guarantees or purely asymptotic guarantees -or require non-convex optimization. Thus, in every case, reliable evaluation tools (option #2) would provide an important bulwark for data analysis. In any particular data analysis, such tools could determine if the approximate point estimates and uncertainties are to be trusted. Gorham and Mackey (2015; ; Gorham et al. (2016) ; Yao et al. (2018) have pioneered initial work in developing evaluation tools applicable to variational inference. However, current methods are either heuristic or computationally inefficient. They may also have intractable constants or impractically strong assumptions on tail behavior.
In this paper, we provide the first rigorous and computationally efficient error bounds on the quality of posterior point and uncertainty estimates for variational approximations. We highlight three practical aspects of our bounds here: (A) computational efficiency, (B) weak tail restrictions, and (C) relevant targets. For A, we use only stan-arXiv:1910.04102v1 [stat.ML] 9 Oct 2019 dard values computed in the course of variational inference, straightforward analytic calculations, and simple Monte Carlo (not MCMC) estimates. For B, we require only that the approximating and exact posteriors have polynomial moments -though we show even tighter bounds when exponential moments exist. For C, note that practitioners typically report posterior means for point estimates -and they report posterior variance, standard deviation, or mean absolute deviation for uncertainties (Gelman et al., 2013; Robert, 1994) . So we directly bound the error in these quantities. We demonstrate the importance of bounding error in these output quantities directly, rather than bounding divergences between distributions, with illustrative counterexamples; namely, we show that common variational objectives such as the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence and α-divergences can be very small at the same time that mean and variance estimates are arbitrarily wrong.
To obtain our bounds, we make three main technical contributions, which may all be of independent interest beyond Bayesian methods. First, we show how to bound mean and uncertainty differences in terms of Wasserstein distance. Second, we develop novel bounds on the Wasserstein distance in terms of α-divergences -including the KL divergence -and moment bounds on the variational approximation. The moment conditions allow us to relate (scale-free) α-divergences to (scale-sensitive) Wasserstein distances. Finally, we derive efficiently computable bounds on α-divergences in terms of the objectives already widely used for variational inference -in particular, the evidence lower bound (ELBO) and χ upper bound (CUBO) (Dieng et al., 2017) . By combining all three contributions, we obtain efficiently computed bounds on means and uncertainties in terms of the ELBO, CUBO, and certain polynomial or exponential moments of the variational approximation. Our methods give rise to a new and improved workflow for variational inference. We illustrate the usefulness of our bounds as well as the practicality of our new workflow on a real-data example with a widely used multilevel hierarchical model.
Preliminaries
Bayesian inference. Let θ ∈ R d denote a parameter vector of interest, and let z denote observed data. A Bayesian model consists of a prior measure π 0 (dθ) and a likelihood (z; θ). Together, the prior and likelihood define a joint distribution over the data and parameters. The Bayesian posterior distribution π is the conditional in θ with fixed data z. 1 To write this conditional, we define the proportional posterior measure π (dθ) := (z; θ)π 0 (dθ), and the marginal likelihood, or evidence, M := dπ . Then the posterior is π := π /M. Typically, practitioners are concerned with the quality of a number of summaries-point estimates and uncertainties-of the posterior approximation compared with those of the exact posterior. For a given approximate distributionπ on R d , such summaries include the mean mπ, covariance Σπ, ith component marginal standard deviation σπ ,i , and mean absolute deviation MADπ ,i : for ϑ ∼π,
Variational inference. In most applications of interest, it is infeasible to efficiently compute these summaries with respect to the posterior distribution in closed form or via simple Monte Carlo. Therefore, one must use an approximate inference method, which produces an approximation π to the posterior π. One approach, variational inference, is widely used in machine learning. Variational inference aims to minimize some measure of discrepancy D π (·) over a tractable family Q of potential approximation distributions (Blei et al., 2017; Wainwright et al., 2008) :
The variational family Q is chosen to be tractable in the sense that, for any ξ ∈ Q, we are able to efficiently calculate relevant summaries either analytically or using independent and identically distributed samples from ξ.
KL divergence. The classical choice for the discrepancy in variational inference is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (or relative entropy) (Bishop, 2006) :
Note that the KL divergence is asymmetric in its arguments. The direction D π (ξ) = KL(ξ | π) is most typical in variational inference, largely out of convenience; the unknown marginal likelihood M appears in an additive constant that does not influence the optimization, and computing gradients requires estimating expectations only with respect to ξ ∈ Q, which is chosen to be tractable. Minimizing KL(ξ | π) is equivalent to maximizing the evidence lower bound, or ELBO(ξ) (Bishop, 2006) :
Rényi's α-divergence. Another choice of discrepancy for variational inference (Bui et al., 2017; Dieng et al., 2017; Hernández-Lobato et al., 2016; is
The α-divergence is typically used in variational inference with D π (ξ) = D α (π | ξ) for α > 1; again, the unknown marginal likelihood M does not influence the optimization, and estimating gradients is tractable. Variational inference with the α-divergence is equivalent to minimizing a quantity known as the χ upper bound, or CUBO α (ξ) (Dieng et al., 2017) , which is equal to (1−α −1 )D α (π | ξ)−log M . The ELBO and CUBO are so-named since they respectively provide a lower and upper bound for log M ; see Appendix D.2. The α-divergence generalizes the KL divergence since D α (π | ξ) := lim α→1 D α (π | ξ) = KL(π | ξ) (Cichocki and Amari, 2010). Note, however, that here the KL divergence has the order of its arguments switched when compared to how it is used for variational inference.
Wasserstein distance. The Wasserstein distance is a measure of discrepancy that, unlike the previous two divergences, is influenced by a metric on the underlying space. It is widely used in the analysis of Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms and large-scale data asymptotics (e.g., Durmus and Moulines, 2019; Durmus et al., 2019; Eberle and Majka, 2019; Joulin and Ollivier, 2010; Madras and Sezer, 2010; Rudolf and Schweizer, 2018; . The p-Wasserstein distance between ξ and π is given by
is the set of couplings between ξ and π, i.e., Borel measures γ on R d × R d such that ξ = γ(·, R d ) and π = γ(R d , ·) (Villani, 2009, Defs. 6.1, 1.1). The Wasserstein distance is difficult to use as a variational objective due to the (generally intractable) infimum over couplings, although there is recent work in this direction (Claici et al., 2018; Cuturi and Doucet, 2014; Srivastava et al., 2018) .
Error bounds via posterior discrepancies
Given the concern with posterior summaries, a meaningful measure of posterior approximation quality should control the error in each of these summaries, i.e., mπ − m π 2 , | MADπ ,i − MAD π,i |, Σπ − Σ π 2 , and |σπ ,i − σ π,i |. To be practical, this measure should also be computationally efficient. In this section, we focus only on the challenge of finding a discrepancy that controls the error of these summaries. In particular, we (1) provide counterexamples to show that KL(π | π) and D α (π |π) by themselves cannot be relied upon to control these errors (see Appendix A for full details), and (2) prove that the Wasserstein distance does provide the desired control. We address computational efficiency in Section 4.
KL divergence. Unfortunately, as we show in the following examples, even when KL(π | π) is small, posterior summary approximations provided byπ can be arbitrarily poor. The simplicity of our examples suggests that these results are not due merely to exploiting degeneracies. First we note that the exact posterior standard deviation σ π is a natural scale for the posterior mean error since changing the posterior mean by σ π or more could fundamentally change practical decisions made based on the posterior. Our first example shows that even when KL(π | π) is small, the mean error can be arbitrarily large, whether measured relative to σ π or σπ.
Example 3.1 (Arbitrarily poor mean approximation). For any t > 0, there exist (A) one-dimensional, unimodal distributionsπ and π such that KL(π | π) < 0.9 and (mπ − m π ) 2 > tσ 2 π , and (B) one-dimensional, unimodal distributionsπ and π such that KL(π | π) < 0.3 and (mπ − m π ) 2 > tσ 2 π .
In more detail, let Weibull(k, 1) denote the Weibull distribution with shape k > 0 and scale 1. For (A), we let π = Weibull(k, 1),π = Weibull(k/2, 1), and k 0. We exchange the two distributions for (B).
Our second example shows that KL(π | π) can remain small even when the variance difference is arbitrarily large.
Example 3.2 (Arbitrarily poor variance approximation). For any t ∈ (1, ∞], there exist one-dimensional, mean-zero, unimodal distributionsπ and π such that KL(π | π) < 0.23 but σ 2 π ≥ tσ 2 π .
Here we let π = T h (standard t-distribution with h degrees of freedom),π = N (0, 1) (standard Gaussian), and h 2.
Rényi's α-divergence. We similarly demonstrate that small D α (π |π) does not imply accurate mean or variance estimates. We focus on the canonical case α = 2, which will also play a key role in our analyses below.
Example 3.3 (Arbitrarily poor mean and variance approximation). For any t > 0, there exist two one-dimensional, unimodal distributionsπ and π with D 2 (π |π) < 0.4 such that σ 2 π ≥ tσ 2 π and (mπ − m π ) 2 ≥ tσ 2 π .
We again take π = Weibull(k, 1),π = Weibull(k/2, 1), and k 0.
Wasserstein distance. In contrast to both the KL and α-divergences, the Wasserstein distance accounts for the metric on the underlying space. Intuitively, the Wasserstein distance is large when the mass of two distributions is "far apart." Thus, it is a natural choice of discrepancy for bounding the error in the approximate posterior mean and uncertainty, since these quantities also depend on the un-derlying metric. Our next result confirms that the Wasserstein distance controls the error in these quantities.
Remark 3.2. Since W p (π, π) is an increasing function of p (which follows from Jensen's inequality), W p (π, π) ≤ ε for p ≥ 1 implies W 1 (π, π) ≤ ε, and for p ≥ 2 implies W 2 (π, π) ≤ ε. Thus, W 2 (π, π) ≤ ε also suffices for the mean and MAD bounds.
Computationally efficient error bounds
In this section we return to the question of computationally efficient posterior error bounds. In particular, although we have shown that the Wasserstein distance provides direct control of the error in approximate posterior summaries of interest, it itself is not tractable to compute or estimate. Our general strategy in this section is use standard variational objectives -namely, ELBO(ξ) and CUBO α (ξ) -to bound the Wasserstein distance. We thereby achieve bounds on the error of posterior summaries by Theorem 3.1. More detail about the intuition and proofs for our results in this section can be found in Section 5 and the Appendix.
Our process consists of two steps. First, we use tail properties of the distribution ξ ∈ Q to arrive at bounds on the Wasserstein distance via the KL or α-divergence. Second, we use ELBO(ξ) and CUBO α (ξ) to bound the KL and αdivergences. After describing these steps, we detail our resulting algorithm.
For the first step, we start by defining the moment constants C PI p (ξ) and C EI p (ξ) and associated tail behaviors. For p ≥ 1, we say that ξ is p-polynomially integrable if
Assuming the variational approximationπ has either exponential (respectively, polynomial) tails, our next result provides a bound on the p-Wasserstein distance using the KL divergence (respectively, the 2-divergence). Proposition 4.1. If π π, 2 then
2 π π denotes π is absolutely continuous with respect toπ. and
.
For the second step, our next result uses ELBO(ξ) and CUBO α (ξ) to bound the KL and α-divergences. For α > 1 and any distribution η, define
Lemma 4.2. For any distribution η such that π η,
Then, combining Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 yields the desired bounds on the p-Wasserstein distance given only the efficiently computable quantities C PI 2p (π), C EI p (π), CUBO α (π), and ELBO(η). 
Finally, our Algorithm 1 details how to use Theorem 4.3 in practice. The algorithm has three subroutines, A-C below. (A) We estimate CUBO 2 (π) via Monte Carlo using samples fromπ. (B) For any distribution η, we estimate ELBO(η), again via Monte Carlo using samples from η.
(C) Finally, we bound the moment constants C PI p (π) and C EI p (π) by fixing any choice of θ 0 , and either sampling fromπ or evaluating the expectation exactly, depending on Q. Note that in some cases C EI p (π) may be infinite ifπ does not have sufficiently light tails. Also, since we typically select the variational family Q, we can do so such that any ξ ∈ Q has known tail behavior; this control makes the choice of which bound to use in Theorem 4.3 clear given a particular application.
Related work
Stein discrepancies. Computable Stein discrepancies form an alternative approach for evaluating variational approximations (Gorham and Mackey, 2015; Gorham et al., 2016) . While Stein discrepancies have theoretical backing, their computation has prohibitive quadratic cost in the sample size -although the approach of Huggins and Mackey (2018) potentially provides near-linear scaling. Moreover, the error bounds for Stein discrepancies require knowledge about the posterior that is typically unavailable and rely on Algorithm 1: Bound on W p (π, π) via variational objectives
/ * compute 2-divergence bound estimate * / // compute bounds on moment constants either analytically or using Monte Carlo
the posterior having Gaussian tails. We expect lighter tails in many applications.
Pareto-smoothed importance sampling andk. Paretosmoothed importance sampling (PSIS; Vehtari et al., 2017) is a method for reducing the variance of importance sampling estimators. The key quantity computed in PSIS isk, which is an estimate of k :
When k ≤ 0.5, the 2-divergence is finite and hence our efficiently computable Wasserstein distance bounds are finite. Yao et al. (2018) suggest usingk as a measure of the quality ofπ. Based on the empirical results of Vehtari et al. (2017) , they propose thatk ≤ 0.5 indicates a good variational approximation andk ∈ [0.5, 0.7] indicates passability. In all cases the authors suggest using PSIS to improve estimates of posterior expectations. However, the link between a smallk value and a high-quality posterior approximation is only heuristic. We find empirically in Section 6 that poor posterior approximations can have smallk values.
Importance sampling
For evaluation, we advise using our theoretically sound and efficient Algorithm 1 instead ofk. But we agree with Yao et al. (2018) that it is prudent to improve the accuracy of variational approximations via importance sampling. Namely, if we have samples θ 1 , . . . , θ T ∼π, we can define importance weights w t := π (θ t )/π(θ t ) and selfnormalized weightsw t := w t / T t=1 w t . Then, the importance sampling estimator for φ dπ is T t=1w t φ(θ t ). Importance sampling can decrease the bias as the cost of some additional variance relative to the simple Monte Carlo estimate T −1 T t=1 φ(θ t ). Our approach to bounding the Wasserstein distance in terms of the α-divergence has intriguing connections to the theory of importance sampling. As pointed out by Di-eng et al. (2017) , minimizing the 2-divergence is equivalent to minimizing the variance of the (normalized) importance weight π(θ t )/π(θ t ), which is equal to exp{D 2 (π |π)}−1. Thus, minimizing the 2-divergence simultaneously leads to better importance distributions and smaller Wasserstein error -as long as the moments of the variational approximation do not become extremely large.
A workflow for variational inference
Based on Theorem 4.3 and our discussion in Section 4.2, we suggest a number of deviations from the typical variational inference procedure. The usual approach to variational inference is (1) to choose D π (ξ) = KL(ξ | π) (i.e., to minimize ELBO(ξ)), and (2) to use (products of) Gaussians as the variational family Q, which can be optimized using black-box methods (Carpenter et al., 2017a; Kucukelbir et al., 2015; Ranganath et al., 2014; Salvatier et al., 2016) .
By contrast, our workflow integrates checks based on our novel bounds. Moreover, we focus on ensuring sufficiently heavy tails in the approximation to capture means and variances in the exact posterior. Along these lines, we recommend minimizing CUBO 2 (ξ) rather than ELBO(ξ) to start. In addition, we advise against using Gaussian variational families and instead suggest using a product of tdistributions in black-box methods. If the posterior distribution has polynomial tails, those will dictate appropriate t-distribution degrees of freedom. Otherwise, the degrees of freedom can be set to a large value such as 40 or 100. We show the following workflow in action in Section 6.
1. If feasible, select a variational family Q with sufficiently heavy tails that k ≤ 0.5 (that is, such that D 2 (π | ξ) < ∞ for all ξ ∈ Q).
2. Use CHIVI to choose a variational approximationπ ∈ Q that minimizes CUBO 2 (ξ).
3. If there is no guarantee that k ≤ 0.5 (see step 1), computek. Ifk > 0.5, then refine the choice of Q or reparameterize the model to make it more conducive to approximation by distributions in Q.
4. Compute ELBO(π) and CUBO 2 (π).
5. Optionally, further optimize ELBO(ξ) to obtain a tighter lower bound on the marginal likelihood.
6. Use Lemma 4.2 to compute a boundδ 2 ≥ D 2 (π |π) 7. Use Theorem 4.3 to compute a boundw 2 ≥ W 2 (π,π).
8. Ifδ 2 andw 2 are large, then refine the choice of Q or reparameterize the model to make it more conducive to approximation by distributions in Q.
9. Ifδ 2 is small butw 2 is large, use either standard importance sampling or PSIS to refine the posterior expectations produced byπ.
10. If both bounds are small,π can be used directly to approximate π.
Remark 4.4. What qualifies as a sufficiently smallw 2 will depend on the desired accuracy and natural scale of the problem.δ 2 has a more universal scale; in particular, choosingδ 2 < log(2) ≈ 0.7 guarantees that exp{D 2 (π | π))} − 1 < 1. Therefore the variance of the importance weights and the term multiplying C PI p (ξ) in Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.3 will be less than 1.
Transport-divergence inequalities
Next, we develop a deeper understanding of our bound in Theorem 4.3 and its proof. In particular, we explore how the ELBO and CUBO from variational inference can be used to bound the Wasserstein distance, despite one depending on a metric and the other not; we show that our new theory -including variations on our main bound Theorem 4.3 -avoids the strong tail assumptions of existing related work. And we demonstrate that our bound avoids the pathological behavior of the KL divergence from Examples 3.1 and 3.2. Our results in this section are of independent interest beyond Bayesian inference, so we use the notation η and ν to represent two arbitrary distributions; in the Bayesian setting, we would choose π = η andπ = ν.
Our first challenge is bounding a scale-dependent distance (Wasserstein) with a scale-invariant divergence (KL or αdivergence). To see the scale-invariance, we note a broader result: these divergences are invariant to reparameterization. For a transformation T : R d → R d , let T #η denote the pushforward measure of η, which is the distribution of the random variable T (ϑ) for ϑ ∼ η. There are a number of existing bounds on W p (η, ν) via KL(η | ν), generally referred to as transport-entropy inequalities (with reference to the other name for KL divergence, relative entropy). As just discussed, these require a scale parameter to modulate the bound. Existing bounds, however, are not sufficient for our present purposes since they typically require impractically strong tail assumptions. In particular, Theorem B.3 in Appendix B, due to Bobkov and Götze (1999); Djellout et al. (2004) , requires that ν be 2-exponentially integrable and hence have lighter or equal tails to a Gaussian. The following theorem -which we use in Theorem 4.3 -requires only exponential tails to bound the 1-Wasserstein distance. Proposition 5.2 (Bolley and Villani (2005, Corollary 2.3) ). Assume ν is p-exponentially integrable for some p ≥ 1. Then for all η ν,
However, many posteriors of interest have much heavier tails -often with at most polynomial decay. For example, neither inverse Gamma distributions nor t-distributions with h < ∞ degrees of freedom have exponential tails. Moreover, if we wish to bound the 2-Wasserstein distance, Proposition 5.2 requires the problematic Gaussian tails assumption.
In contrast to these past results, our work provides bounds on Wasserstein distances assuming only polynomial tail decay. We achieve these bounds by incorporating more general α-divergences; we call these new bounds transportdivergence inequalities. For example, Proposition 5.3 is a particularly simple bound on the p-Wasserstein distance in terms of just the 2-divergence when ν has finite (2p)th moment. We use this result, together with Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 5.2, to prove Theorem 4.3 above. Proposition 5.3. Assume ν is 2p-polynomially integrable for some p ≥ 1. Then for all η ν, Results for eight schools model for the parameter vector (µ, log τ, θ 1 , . . . , θ 8 ). The mean and covariance errors are defined as, respectively, m π − mπ 2 and Σ π − Σπ 1/2 2 . We use the square root for the covariance error in order to place it on the same scale as the mean error and the 2-Wasserstein bound. In Appendix C, we show how to achieve tighter bounds than Proposition 5.3; these can be combined with Lemma 4.2 to arrive at results like Theorem 4.3, at the price of additional complexity in the statements of the bounds.
Finally, we check that, even though our transport inequalities use KL and α-divergences, our bounds do not suffer the pathologies in Examples 5.1 and 5.2; rather, our bounds capture the growth in error, as desired. We provide complete details for the examples in Appendix C.
Example 5.1 (cf. Example 3.1). For a fixed k ∈ (0, ∞), let η = Weibull(k/2, 1) and ν = Weibull(k, 1). Then, for α > 1, D α (η | ν) = ∞. On the other hand, D α (ν | η) < ∞; but, as k 0, the moment constant from Proposition 5.3 satisfies C PI p (η) ∞.
Example 5.2 (cf. Example 3.2). If η is a standard normal measure and ν = T h is a standard t-distribution with h ≥ 2 degrees of freedom, then D α (η | ν) < ∞. However, as h 2, we have C PI p (ν) ∞.
Case study: the eight schools model
Next we demonstrate our variational inference workflow and the usefulness of our bounds. In particular, we apply variational inference to approximate the posterior for the eight schools data and model (Gelman et al., 2013, Sec. 5 .5), a canonical example of a Bayesian hierarchical analysis. Yao et al. (2018) previously considered this model in the setting of evaluating variational inference. In the eight schools data, we have observations corresponding to the mean y n and standard deviation σ n of a treatment effect at each of eight schools, indexed by n ∈ {1, . . . , 8}.
The goal is to estimate the overall treatment effect µ, the standard deviation τ of school-level treatment effects, and the true school-level treatment effects θ n :
τ ∼ half-Cauchy(0, 5).
We chose t-distributions with 40 degrees of freedom as the variational family Q in order to guarantee the 2-divergence would be finite for any ξ ∈ Q (step 1 of the workflow). We used black-box variational inference, minimizing each of the KL divergence (KLVI) and the 2-divergence (CHIVI), respectively. While we advocate using CHIVI in general (step 2), we also used KLVI here for illustration. For now we defer discussion of thek values since by construction we know that k < ∞. Following steps 4-7 of the workflow, we used the CUBO and ELBO to compute the 2-divergence and 2-Wasserstein distance bounds. These results appear in the first two columns of Table 1 labeled "centered / df = 40". The standard deviation of the y n is 9.8 and the median σ n value is 11, which suggests the overall scale of the problem is roughly 10. Both the KLVI and CHIVI approximations had large 2-divergence bounds (greater than 10) and very large 2-Wasserstein bounds (greater than 400), which are reflected in the large mean and standard deviation errors. Thus, the 2-divergence and 2-Wasserstein bounds accurately reflect the poor quality of the variational approximations. Following guidance of step 8, we need to either reparameterize the model or choose a different Q. Fig. 2(a,b) compares approximate posteriors from KLVI, CHIVI, and Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC; Neal, 2011) -namely the No-U-Turn sampler (Hoffman and Gelman, 2014) in Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017b) . The HMC samples serve as ground truth. This comparison illustrates why the eight schools model in Eq. (1) is not conducive to variational inference when ξ ∈ Q is a product distribution: the conditional variance of any θ n is strongly dependent on τ .
To improve the variational approximation, we can instead use the non-centered parameterization, which decouples θ and τ through the transformationθ n = (θ n − µ n )/τ : y n |θ n ∼ N (µ + τθ n ),θ n ∼ N (0, 1).
Repeating steps 2-7 of the workflow, the results of using KLVI and CHIVI appear in the two columns of Table 1 labeled "non-centered / df = 40". The 2-divergence and 2-Wasserstein bounds for the non-centered case are substantially smaller than in the centered case. Examining Fig. 2(c,d) , which shows comparisons of the posteriors estimated using KLVI and CHIVI with the non-centered parameterization, we can see the generally superior quality of the non-centered approximations. Notably, although the CHIVI approximation has a smaller 2-divergence bound than KLVI here, it has a larger 2-Wasserstein bound than KLVI. This larger bound accurately reflects that CHIVI provides an inferior approximation to the standard deviation. The problem, as shown in Fig. 1 , is that the CHIVI approximation greatly overestimates the variance of θ due to the right tail of the distribution of log τ being too heavy.
With the non-centered parameterization, the 2-divergence and 2-Wasserstein bounds are too large to provide confidence in using either the KLVI or CHIVI approximation directly. But the 2-divergence bounds are sufficiently small to suggest that an importance sampling correction should substantially improve estimation accuracy, as suggested by workflow step 9. The errors in the PSIS-based estimates in Table 1 show that importance sampling offers an improvement for the non-centered case. The CHIVI approximation providing the best importance distribution, in agree-ment with the smaller 2-divergence bound. We also applied PSIS to samples from the centered variational approximations. While PSIS generally improved the estimate, for the centered CHIVI approximation the mean estimate was worse, which is in line with expectations given the larger 2-divergence bound. Recall that the variance of the vanilla importance weights is exp{D 2 (π | ξ)} − 1.
Usingk to evaluateπ. So far, as advocated in our proposed workflow, we have used PSIS for improving posterior inference. Now we turn to evaluating the use ofk as a diagnostic for the approximation quality ofπ. Clearly thek values (shown in Table 1 ) are somewhat misleading (or at least pessimistic) insofar as they are greater than 0.5 even though by construction of Q we know that k < 0.5. Moreover, it is not clear from these results whether the cutoff of 0.5 fork is in fact the correct diagnostic for determining whetherπ is a good approximation to π. To better understand the behavior ofk relative to our bounds on the 2-divergence and 2-Wasserstein distance, we ran KLVI and CHIVI for the non-centered model, but this time we used tdistributions with 10 degrees of freedom as the variational family Q. Heavier tails on the variational approximation should decrease k andk -since the importance weights will have more finite moments. The results appear in the two columns of Table 1 labeled "non-centered / df = 10". While these approximations produced the smallestk values, with CHIVI having the smallest and the onlyk < 0.5, the CHIVI approximation was in fact quite poor, with large mean error and extremely large covariance error. The poor quality of the CHIVI approximation was, however, accurately reflected in a somewhat larger 2-divergence bound and a very large 2-Wasserstein distance bound.
In sum, whilek does provide a useful diagnostic for when π will serve as a good importance distribution, it does not provide a reliable heuristic for the accuracy ofπ as an approximation to π. On the other hand, our 2-divergence and 2-Wasserstein distance bounds together offer a more accurate and theoretically sound diagnostic tool for variational approximations. And, as we have shown through both theory and experiment, our variational inference workflow potentially provides a framework for making variational methods more competitive with Markov chain Monte Carlo. We conclude by noting that our work complements recent proposals for making variational approximations arbitrarily accurate (Campbell and Li, 2019; Guo et al., 2016; Locatello et al., 2018a; Miller et al., 2017; Wang, 2016) since our bounds can provide a stopping criteria for when a variational approximation no longer needs to be improved. A. Further details on Examples 3.1 to 3.3
For Example 3.1(A), we letπ = Weibull(k/2, 1) and π = Weibull(k, 1). Let γ be the Euler-Mascheroni constant and Γ be the gamma function. We obtain (Bauckhage, 2013) KL(π | π) = − log(2) + γ + Γ (3) − 1 < 0.9.
Using the well-known formulas for the mean and variance of the Weibull distribution, we have mπ = Γ(1+2/k), m π = Γ(1+1/k), and σ 2 π = Γ(1+2/k)−{Γ(1+1/k)} 2 . Hence, lim k 0 (mπ −m π ) 2 /σ 2 π = ∞.
For Example 3.1(B), letπ = Weibull(k, 1) and π = Weibull(k/2, 1). We obtain KL(π | π) = log(2) − γ/2 + Γ(3/2) − 1 < 0.3.
By the same argument as above, lim k 0 (mπ − m π ) 2 /σ 2 π = ∞. For Example 3.2, using Jensen's inequality, it is straightforward to show that KL(π | π) = log[Γ(h/2)h 1/2 /Γ{(h + 1)/2}] − 0.5 log(2e) + 0.5(h + 1)E log 1 + ϑ 2 /h ≤ log[Γ(h/2)h 1/2 /Γ{(h + 1)/2}] − 0.5 log(2e) + 0.5(h + 1) log 1 + E(ϑ 2 )/h ≤ log[Γ(h/2)h 1/2 /Γ{(h + 1)/2}] − 0.5 log(2e) + 0.5(h + 1) log {1 + 1/h} .
For h = 2, the bound is less than 0.23. A straightforward calculation shows that dKL(π | T h )/dh < 0 for all h ≥ 2. Thus, KL(π | T h ) < 0.23 for all h ≥ 2.
Finally, we observe lim h 2 σ 2 T h = ∞. For Example 3.3, we choose π = Weibull(k, 1) andπ = Weibull(k/2, 1) for k > 0. Note that lim k↓0 σ 2 π σ 2 π = ∞ and lim k↓0 (mπ − m π ) 2 /σ 2 π = ∞. On the other hand, letting fπ and f π be the densities ofπ and π, respectively, we have and so
Therefore, for any t > 0, there exist two distributionsπ and π with D 2 (π |π) bounded by 0.391 yet such that σ 2 π ≥ tσ 2 π and (mπ − m π ) 2 ≥ tσ 2 π .
B. Transportation-entropy inequality results
Classical transportation-entropy inequalities take the following form. Definition B.1. For p ≥ 1 and ρ > 0, the distribution ν satisfies a p-transportation-entropy (or p-Talagrand) inequality with constant ρ (denoted ν ∈ W p H(ρ)) if for all η ν,
When p = 1 there are interpretable necessary and sufficient conditions for ν ∈ W 1 H(ρ). The most important is the p-exponential integrability condition, which we denote by ν ∈ EI p ( ):
Definition B.2 (cf. Section 4). For p ≥ 1 and > 0 the distribution ν is p-exponentially integrable with parameter (denoted ν ∈ EI p ( )) if inf θ0 e θ−θ0 p 2 ν(dθ) < ∞.
In particular, the following result shows that ν satisfies a 1-transportation-entropy inequality if and only if it has Gaussian tails. Moreover, the parameter in the corresponding 2-exponential integrability condition essentially determines the precision of the transportation-entropy inequality. Theorem B.3 (Bobkov and Götze (1999, Moreover, we may take c = ρ −1 and (Boucheron et al., 2013, §2.3) . In particular, we have the concentration inequality
The implication (2) =⇒ (1) from Theorem B.3 can be generalized to cover p > 1. Definition B.5. For p ≥ 1, the optimal p-exponential integrability constant is given by
Proposition B.6 (Bolley and Villani (2005, Corollary 2.4) ). Assume ν ∈ EI 2p ( ) (Definition B.2) for some p ≥ 1 and > 0 and let
for EI * 2p (ν, ) defined in Definition B.5. Then for all η ν,
If one can establish that ν ∈ W p H(ρ), then the pushforward measure under a Lipschitz transformation also satisfies a p-transportation-entropy inequality. Lemma B.7. Assume that for some ρ > 0, ν ∈ W p H(ρ), and that Ψ :
Then Ψ#ν ∈ W p H(ρ/L 2 ).
We close with the interesting connection that ν ∈ W 2 H(ρ) is equivalent to ν satisfying a dimension-free Gaussian concentration inequality (cf. Remark B.4). While the concentration condition is not necessarily easy to check, it does offer insight into what it means for ν ∈ W 2 H(ρ).
Theorem B.8 (Gozlan (2009, Theorem 1.3 
The following conditions are equivalent:
1. For some ρ > 0, ν ∈ W 2 H(ρ).
2. There exist a > 0, b > 0 such that for all n ∈ N and measurable A ⊆ E n , with ν ⊗n (A) ≥ 1/2, the probability measure ν ⊗n satisfies
C. Our novel transportation-divergence inequality results
We begin by describing two additional novel transportation-entropy inequalities. By combining either of these results Lemma 4.2, we obtain alternative efficiently computable Wasserstein distance bound.
Our first result offers a better dependence on moments in the exponential tails case by using both KL divergence and α-divergence (cf. just KL divergence in Proposition 5.2); however, the bound is more complex than Proposition 5.2. In particular, if ν has exponential tails and we can bound the α-divergence for any α > 1, then we can bound the 2-Wasserstein distance. Theorem C.1. Assume ν ∈ EI p/2 ( ) (Definition B.2) for some p ≥ 1 and > 0 and let EI * p (ν, ) be defined as in Definition B.5. Let
Then for α > 1 and η ν,
Our second only requires ν to have a finite (2pq)th moment in order to bound the p-Wasserstein distance by the relative entropy and the α-divergence, where q = q(α) := α/(α − 1) is the conjugate exponent for α. Thus, it has a higher moment dependence than our Proposition 5.3, but it uses the α-divergence with α < 2 (cf. α = 2 in Proposition 5.3) and thereby could produce tighter bounds. Theorem C.2. Fix p ≥ 1 and α > 1, and let q = q(α) := α/(α−1). Assume that ν is 2pq-polynomially integrable, as defined in Section 4, and let
Then for all η ν,
Finally, we detail the proofs of our examples, which demonstrate that our bounds do not face the pathologies of KL. First, we work out the details of Example 5.1.
Proof of Example 5.1. Let α > 1. Then η and ν have the following densities w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure
Minimizing this over x gives us that the minimum is achieved at x = Γ 1 + 2 k . But
Second, we work out the details of Example 5.2.
Proof of Example 5.2. Letting f η and f ν be the corresponding densities, we have
D. Proofs D.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1
We begin by considering the case d = 1, dropping the component indexes from our notation.
The proof of Theorem D.1 is deferred to the next section. To generalize to the case of d > 1, for a random variable ϑ ∼ η on R d with distribution η and any vector
Proof. Let ϑ ∼ ν, let ϑ v = v ϑ (j) and let ν v denote the distribution of ϑ v . Defineθ,θ v , and η v analogously in terms of η. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the assumption that v 2 ≤ 1, 
Proof. The first result follows since m ν,v − m η,v = v (m ν − m η ) and for any w ∈ R d , sup v 2 ≤1 v w = w 2 . For the second result, since Σ ξ is positive semi-definite,
The third result follows by an analogous argument. Proof. First, note that the ELBO(ξ) provides a lower bound for log M since KL(ξ | π) ≥ 0:
Second, Jensen's inequality implies that CUBO α (ξ) is an upper bound for log M :
The α-divergence is monotone in α, i.e., α ≤ α implies that D α (π |π) ≤ D α (π |π) (Cichocki and Amari, 2010). Thus, by the definition of CUBO α (π) and Eq.
(2), we have
Proof of Theorem D.1
Throughout we will always assume that ϑ ∼ ν andθ ∼ η are distributed according to the optimal coupling for the p-Wasserstein distance under consideration. We will also assume without loss of generality that m ν = 0 since if not we could consider the random variables ϑ = ϑ − m ν andθ =θ − m ν instead.
The 1-Wasserstein distance can be written as (Villani, 2009 , Rmk. 6.5)
By Jensen's inequality,
Eqs.
(3) and (4) together imply that for any p ≥ 1, if W p (ν, η) ≤ ε, then for any L-Lipschitz function φ, |ν(φ) − η(φ)| ≤ Lε.
Assume W 1 (ν, η) ≤ ε. By Eq. (3), for any Lipschitz function φ,
Hence, taking φ(t) = t, we have that |m ν − m η | = |m η | ≤ ε. For the mean absolute deviation, using the fact that φ(t) = |t| is 1-Lipschitz, we have | MAD ν − MAD η | = |E(|ϑ| − |θ − m η |)| ≤ |E(|ϑ| − |θ|)| + |m η | ≤ 2ε.
Assume W 2 (ν, η) ≤ ε. By Jensen's inequality W 1 (ν, η) ≤ ε as well. Let ς 2 ν = E(ϑ 2 ) = σ 2 ν and ς 2 η = E(θ 2 ). It follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that |ς 2 ν − ς 2 η | = E ϑ 2 −θ 2 = E ϑ −θ ϑ +θ ≤ E ϑ −θ 2 1/2 E ϑ +θ 2 1/2 ≤ 2 1/2 εE ϑ 2 +θ 2 1/2 ≤ 2 1/2 ε(ς ν + ς η ).
Since |ς 2 ν − ς 2 η | = |ς ν − ς η |(ς ν + ς η ), it follows that |ς ν − ς η | ≤ 2 1/2 ε.
Using Eq. (5), we also have |σ 2 ν − σ 2 η | = |ς 2 ν − ς 2 η + m 2 η | ≤ |ς 2 ν − ς 2 η | + |m 2 η | ≤ 2 1/2 ε(ς ν + ς η ) + ε 2 (6) |σ ν − σ η | ≤ 2 1/2 ε + ε 2 ς ν + ς η .
If max(σ ν , σ η ) ≤ 1 2 2 1/2 + 6 1/2 ε, then clearly |σ ν − σ η | ≤ 1 2 2 1/2 + 6 1/2 ε. Otherwise ε 2 ςν +ςη ≤ 2ε 2 1/2 +6 1/2 and so, using Eq. (7), we have |σ ν − σ η | ≤ 2 1/2 ε + 2ε 2 1/2 + 6 1/2 = 1 2 2 1/2 + 6 1/2 ε.
Hence we conclude unconditionally that |σ ν − σ η | ≤ 1 2 2 1/2 + 6 1/2 ε. Starting with Eq. (6) and using Eq. (5), we have |σ 2 ν − σ 2 η | ≤ 2 1/2 ε(ς ν + ς η ) + ε 2 = 2 1/2 ε σ ν + (σ 2 η + m 2 η ) 1/2 + ε 2 ≤ 2 1/2 ε(2σ ν + 3ε) + ε 2 = 2 3/2 σ ν ε + (1 + 3 × 2 1/2 )ε 2 . We first assume, without loss of generality, that η is absolutely continuous with respect to ν, with density f . We set u := f − 1 so that η = (1 + u)ν and note that u ≥ −1 and E udν = 0. We also define
We note that h ≥ 0. We split the total variation in the following way:
First part of the proof. In the first part, the first term (u ≤ 4) in (9) is bounded. This part is an adaptation of the first part of the proof of Bolley and Villani (2005, Theorem 1 . and so D 1 (T #η | T #ν) = KL(T #ξ | T #π) = KL(ξ | π) = D 1 (η | ν).
More generally, without assuming that η and ν are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, we note that if η ν then
Indeed, for any measurable set A, we have Proof. Let f = dη dν . We set u := f − 1 so that η = (1 + u)ν.
Note that the total variation can be expressed in the following way 
